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The aim of the present paper is to establish some new integral inequalities which 
claim their origin in the well-known Hardy’s integral inequality. The method by 
which we obtain our results is quite elementary and based on the idea used by 
Levinson to obtain the generalizations of Hardy’s integral inequality. ( 1988 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
G. H. Hardy proved in his paper [3] the following integral inequality: 
Ifp>l,m#l,f(x)~OandR(x)isdefinedhy 
s ;fO) dt (m > 11, 
R(x) = 
5 xx f(t) dt (m< 11, 
then 
s 00 0 x-mRp(x)dx<{~~D~~i.~~m(xf(x))‘dx, (1) 
unless f E 0. The constant is the best possible. 
The inequality (1) is a further generalization of the inequality proved by 
Hardy himself in his earlier paper [2] and is now known as Hardy’s 
inequality in the literature. Hardy’s inequality (1) has received considerable 
attention since its appearance and a large number of papers have appeared 
which deal with various extensions and generalizations of (1 ), see [4, 5, 7, 
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9, lo] and the references given therein. In the present paper we establish 
some new integral inequalities which claim their origin in the Hardy’s 
inequality given in (1). An interesting feature of the integral inequalities 
established in this paper is that the analysis used in their proofs is quite 
elementary and our results provide new estimates on this type of 
inequalities. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In this section we state our results to be proved in this paper. In the 
following theorems it is assumed without further mention that all the 
integrals exist on the respective domains of their definitions. 
Our first two theorems deal with the Hardy type inequalities given in ( 1). 
THEOREM 1. Let m # 1 and pi > 1 (j= 1,2) be constants such that 
l/p, + l/p, = 1. Let f,(x) (j= 1, 2) b e nonnegative and integrable functions 
on (0, co) and let rj(x) (j= 1, 2) be positive and absolutely continuous 
functions on (0, co). Let 
1+ JL 
( > 
r;(x) 1 
m-l 
x-b-, 
r/(x) @j 
for m>l, 
1- AL 
( > 
r,‘(x) 1 
l-m 
x-a- 
r,(x) 8,’ 
for m< 1, (3) 
for almost all x > 0 and for some positive constants a,, bj for j = 1, 2. If F,(x) 
(j = 1, 2) are defined by 
F,(x) = 
.for m>l, 
(4) 
’ 
,for m < 1, 
then 
where i, = max{ cli, fi,} ,for j = 1, 2. The equality holds in (5) if,f,(x) = 0. 
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THEOREM 2. Let m, h, rj be as defined in Theorem 1 and pj 2 1 (j = 1,2) 
be constants. Let 
I+ Pl+P2 
( > 
r;(x) 1 
m-l 
x-a---, 
rj(x) ai* 
for m>l, 
l- p1+p2 x’-a- 
( 1 
r!(x) 1 
l-m r,(x) bJ+’ 
for m< 1, 
(6) 
(7) 
for almost all x > 0 and for some positive constants aI%, @: for j = I, 2. If 
F,(x) for j= 1,2 are dejined by (4), then 
I 
Cc 
x -“F?‘(x) F$z(x) dx 
0 
<(A)[&+ (~)1”““;c x-“f;‘+“‘(x)dx 
+ (&)[A: (~)]p’+p2 joa x-“fQ+P2(x) dx, (8) 
where 27 = max{aj*, 8;” > for j= 1,2. The equality holds in (8) iff(x) = 0. 
Remark 1. Ifwetakep,=p,=2,fj=f,F,=F,rj=1,A,=A,=1,in(5) 
and in (8), then the inequalities established in (5) and (8) reduce respec- 
tively to the inequalities 
I 
cc 
0 
x-“F’(x)dxB(--&~ j;x-““‘(x)dx 
and 
I 
z 
0 
x-“F2J’(x)dx+--&)2p j~x-“‘f2p(x)dx. 
(9) 
We note that the inequalities obtained in (9) and (10) are the variants of 
Hardy’s inequality given in (1). 
We next establish the following inequalities which claim their origin in 
the variant of Hardy’s inequality [2] given by Izumi and Izumi in [S, 
Theorem 21. 
THEOREM 3. Let m > 1 and pi> 1 (j= 1,2) be constants such that 
l/p, + l/p2 = 1. Let h,(x) (j= 1,2) be nonnegative and integrable functions 
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on (0, z) and let zj(x) (j= 1, 2) be positive and 
functions on (0, 7c). Let 
l+ A- 
( > 
z’(x) 1 
m-l 
x-‘---a- 
z,(x) Y,’ 
(11) 
for almost all x E (0, n) and for some positive constants yi for j= 1,2. If 
Hi(x) (j= 1,2) are defined by 
1 
H,(x) = - s 
J 
zj(x) X/2 
zj(t) h,(t) dt 
t ' 
(l-2) 
then 
, absolutely continuous 
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THEOREM 4. Let m, h,, zj be as defined in Theorem 3 and pJ- > 1 (j = 1,2) 
be constants. Let 
1+ PI+P2 
( > 
z’(x) 1 
m-l 
XL>--, 
zj(x) sj 
(14) 
for almost all XE (0, rc) and for some positive constants Sj for j= 1, 2. If 
H,(x) (j= 1,2) are defined by (12), then 
I 
71 
X-“H;*(X) HP(X) dx 
0 
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+ (fi)[b (g+)]p’+p2 
.j~x~~{~~z*(x,h2(x)-z2(~)h2(q)jjP’+p2~x. (15) 
Remark 2. In the special case when pI = pz = 2, h, = h, H, = H, zj = 1, 
5’ =l in (13) and pl=pz=p, hj=h, H,=H, z,=l, S,=l in (15), the 
inequalities established in (13) and (15) reduce respectively to the 
inequalities 
and 
It is interesting to note that by setting -m = s and 2p = p* > 1 in (17), the 
inequality given in (17) reduces to the inequality established by Izumi and 
Izumi [S, Theorem 21. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
LetO<a<b<coanddefineform>l! 
1 
F,(x) = - s 
x rj(t) f;(t) dt 
rj(X) a f ’ (18) 
with F’(x) = F,(x) for j= 1,2. From (18) and using the elementary 
inequality (see [S, p. 301) 
1 1 
c,c,+-cp+-ccp 
PI P2 
(where c,, c2 z 0, p, > 1 and l/p, + l/p* = l), we obtain 
(19) 
F,,(x) F2Ax) <; K,(x) +; Fggx). (20) 
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Multiplying both sides of (20) by xP”’ and integrating from a to b we have 
I 
h 
x-~F&-) F2Jx) dx 
u 
1 b 
<--- x I Pl LJ 
-“Ff;(x) dx +; j” .cmF$‘:(x) dx. 
a 
Integrating by parts we have 
s h x-“Fb(x) dx = P u 
‘(xl 
(21) 
x {-& [ Tj(X) pyy 
-r;(x) j 
( 
.' rjttJtJ(l) dt 111 dx, a (22) 
for j = 1, 2. Since m > 1, from (22) we observe that 
x [(xrn) -- ((P,- ‘)I!‘/) F$ - ‘(x)] dx. (23) 
From (2) and applying Holder’s inequality with indices pi, p,/p,- 1 on the 
right side of (23) we obtain 
’ IP, 
x-“‘f?(x) dx 
h 
X 
I 
xmmmF;(x) dx . 
N 1 
(Pi- 1 VP, 
(24) 
Dividing both sides of (24) by the second integral factor on the right of 
(24) and raising both sides to the p,th power we get 
x-mF$(x) dx < [a, (--&)lfi j” xpmf,pi(x) dx, (25) 
409. I29 ‘2-20 
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for j= 1,2. Using (25) in (21) we have 
s h ~-~F,a(x) &) d  0 
From (26) we have 
s h x-~FAx) za(x) dx 0 
+ [a, (s)]” j-r x-“f?‘(x) dx 
+; [h (--f$]” j; x+fzpZ(x) dx. 
Let a -cc < 6. Then from (27) we have 
(27) 
J- X-“‘Fdx) FL,(X) dx L 
&[a, (--/$]p’g,-mf~l(x)dx 
+~~‘*(~)]~2~~x-“fF(x)dx. (28) 
Letting a + 0 on the left of (28) we have 
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Since this holds for arbitrary 0 < c < 6, it follows that 
s 
cc 
x-“F,(x) F2(x) dx 
0 
(29) 
Let O<a<b<oo and define for m-cl 
F,,(x)=j 
b rj(t) f,(t) 
t dt, 
x (30) 
with F,,(x) = F,(x) for j= 1, 2. Now by following the same steps as in the 
proof of inequality (29) with suitable modifications we obtain 
s 00 x-“‘Fl(x) F,(x) dx 0 
g; [I6 (j&)-j” j; x-“fP1(x) dx 
+j-[P@$jjp2 joh-4’(x)d~. (31) 
From (29) and (31) we have 
s 
cc 
xp”F,(x) F2(x) dx 
0 
+-[4 (&)]“jom x-“fP’(x)dx 
+;[A, (j--$)-jp2 jam x-“fzp2(x) dx. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1 
In order to establish the inequality (8), we observe from (18) and using 
the elementary inequality (see [l, 4, 61) 
p,cp’+p*+p*czp’+~~-(p,+pz)c~‘c~~zo (32) 
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(where cr, c2 2 0 and pr, p2 > 0 are reals) that 
Ff:+JQ(x). (33) 
Multiplying both sides of (33) by xPm and integrating from a to h we have 
x-“F;;(x) F;‘:(x) dx 
< (-$--) jab xpmFf;+P2(x) dx 
+(A) jab xpmFZp+Pz(x) dx. 
The rest of the proof of Theorem 2 follows exactly the same steps as in the 
proof of Theorem 1 below the inequality (21) with suitable changes and 
hence we omit the further details. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 3 AND 4 
From (12) and using the inequality (19) we have 
H,(x) Hz(X) <; Hfyx) +; &Q(X). (35) 
Multiplying both sides of (35) by xPm and integrating from 0 to rc we have 
s 
L 
0 
x-“H,(x) H2(x) dx <i jz C”Hf’(x) dx 
Pl 0 
Integrating by parts we have 
s 
I 
0 
x -“WiP,(x) dx 
+i 
I 
n 
P2 0 
x-“H$“(x) dx. (36) 
+$ j~x~m&{zj(x)hj(x)-i@zj(;)}Hj’~l(x)dx 
I 
PJ IT _- 
s m-l 0 
X-m+l zl(x) Hf’,(x) dx, 
Zj(X) 
(37) 
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From (37) we observe that 
x [(xm) --((P, I)/ ) p, Hfi- l(x)] dx. (38) 
From (11) and applying Holder’s inequality with indices pi, p,/p, - 1 on the 
right side of (38), we obtain 
-z, (;) hj(;)~)pJdx}l’pJ 
(P, ~ 1 UP, 
X x-~HPJ(x) dx 1 
Dividing both sides of (39) by the second integral factor on the right side in 
(39) and taking the p,th power on both sides of the resulting inequality we 
get 
i 
n 
0 
x~-H~(x)dx~j~,(~)]“lj~x-~ 
zj(x) h;(x)-zj (5)hj (311” dx, (40) 
for j = 1, 2. Using (40) in (36) we obtain the desired inequality in ( 13). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
From (12) and using the elementary inequality (32) we obtain 
&‘I + PI(X) + H$l+P*(~). (41) 
Multiplying both sides of (41) by x-“’ and integrating from 0 to n we have 
X -“H;‘(x) HP(x) dx< (--/$---) j; x-“Hf1+“2(x) dx 
+(A) j;x-mH;‘+p2(x)dx. (42) 
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The rest of the proof of Theorem 4 follows exactly the same steps as the 
proof of Theorem 3 below the inequality (36) with suitable changes and 
hence we omit the further details. 
Remark 3. If we replace the functions r,(x) by l/rj(x) in Theorems 1 
and 2 and the functions Z,(X) by l/z,(x) in Theorems 3 and 4, then we get 
the corresponding variants of the inequalities established in Theorems 14, 
which may be of independent interest in certain situations. 
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